
Playa MAD LIBS! is fun to play! 
Find a partner and fill in the blanks using the prompts. Then read your story aloud!

Word Play Cafe

Playa
MAD LIBS! 

#1
(Adapted from the 2017 Non-Census Madlibs. Thanks, @Strange!)

______________ and I were biking around ______________ 

night at the Burn last year, and we came across a dragon art 

car belching fire. It was part of a _____________ parked car 

convoy, and was playing  _______________________’s latest 

______________ beats. ______________!  We got caught in 

this hippie trap for at least ____________ hour(s)!

(Weirdest Playa Name) (Day of the week you shower first)

 (Calories consumed per day)

 (Favorite foreign language word)

  (Number of times you got lost)

 (Adj describing your experience) 
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 (Musician you’d least likely hear at Burning Man)  



Word Play Cafe

Playa
MAD LIBS! 

#2
(Adapted from the 2017 Non-Census Madlibs. Thanks, @Strange!)

I traded ____________ glow sticks and ____________lbs of 

bacon for a ride on a small airplane that was nearly out of 

gas, flown by a crazy guy who I later saw drive a ______ inch 

nail through his ____________, on stage in front of ________ 

people at _______________ last ____________.

  (Number of gifts received) (Pounds of bacon consumed)

(Times you picked up Moop up that wasn’t yours)

Playa MAD LIBS! is fun to play! 
Find a partner and fill in the blanks using the prompts. Then read your story aloud!

(Dirtiest body part) (Gallons of liquor you’ve consumed) 

(Regional you’d most like to attend) (Day of the week you sleep for the first time)
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Word Play Cafe

Playa
MAD LIBS! 

#3
(Adapted from the 2017 Non-Census Madlibs. Thanks, @Strange!)

Playa MAD LIBS! is fun to play! 
Find a partner and fill in the blanks using the prompts. Then read your story aloud!

Another funny part was the night we all took ____________________. One of our 

friends misplaced their ______________  somewhere in the camp and 

____________ of us spent ____________ hour(s) helping them look for it,

searching over and over in the same places because our ____________ wasn’t 

functioning too well. You might think it was a waste of  ____________ but I can't 

remember a time before or since when I ____________ so hard for so long. 

Possibly the most fun people have ever had looking for misplaced ____________.  

Turns out, they’d left it in a case, locked with the simple combination of 

____________

        

 (Favorite Intoxicant) 

(Last item lost) 

(Number of Sparkleponies 
in your camp) 

 
(Costume you spent the most time on)

(Total hours in the porta-potty)

(Favorite intoxicant, from above) 

(Last emotional expression)

  (Last item lost, from above)

 (Minutes spent on a cell phone per day)
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MAD LIBS! 

#4 - Bondage
(Adapted from the 2017 Non-Census Madlibs. Thanks, @Strange!)

Playa MAD LIBS! is fun to play! 
Find a partner and fill in the blanks using the prompts. Then read your story aloud!

____________________, I was walking across the playa toward 

____________________ because I heard they were teaching a class on          

____________________.  I was trying hard to make it across playa in a rush 

but my ____________________ got caught in my bike chain! It took me 

____________________ to untangle that ____________________ before I 

hopped on and was immediately tangled into a ____________________ for 

another ____________________.  Thankfully it didn’t work itself into 

____________________ or I would have never made that class! 
(Most hated knot)

(Last time you were tied up)

(Favorite bondage camp)

(Knot you wish you could tie)

(Preferred role in bondage)

   (How long to untie you)       (Favorite Knot)

 (Most Difficult Knot) 

  (How long you were tied up) 
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#5 - Rope Play
(Adapted from the 2017 Non-Census Madlibs. Thanks, @Strange!)

Playa MAD LIBS! is fun to play! 
Find a partner and fill in the blanks using the prompts. Then read your story aloud!

Even though I’ve had ____________________ partners, I’ve never 

managed to tie up ____________________.  If, I did, I would first 

        

decorate them  with ____________________ and ____________________ 

before getting out another ____________________ of __________________ 

rope.  With my ____________________ rope, I want to push their limits and 

get them to say ____________________  but I have to be careful not to go too 

far because I never want to hear ____________________.

   

(# of rope partners)

(Your dream rope bottom)

   (Favorite rope harness)  (Favorite rope collar)  

      

   (Type of rope last used)   

   (Safe word for “Red”)

(Color of rope last used)

  (Safe word for “Yellow”)

(Feet of rope last used)
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